Card Scanning Solutions Introduces FormShell, The Latest In Form
Processing And Reading
CSSN Inc.dba Card Scanning Solutions have announced the release of FormShell, an efficient
form processing software which captures data from paper and electronic documents and
delivers it into software applications. By incorporating FormShell into your work environment,
the user is able to create a fully automatic document flow which will improve the accuracy and
efficiency of form processing while saving time and money.
Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) February 29, 2012 -- Card Scanning Solutions, CSSN Inc. has been a leading
developer of image processing solutions and OCR technologies since 1999. CSSN recently launched FormShell
, a form processing software which captures data from paper and electronic forms and delivers it into software
applications. With FormShell, form processing is no longer a time-consuming and tedious task. This innovative
software is able to read forms, images and electronic data streams. By having access to an electronic archive of
all form information, FormShell is able to enhance document management in a variety of industries including,
medical, financial, hospitality and more.
FormShell is able to read forms which have been handwritten or faxed as well as machine printed forms and
barcodes. This software also reads documents in a variety of sizes including, A4, A5 and A3 sizes. FormShell
can also be customized to accept a variety of file types such as PDF, tif, jpeg and many more. The processing of
each form happens in less than 5 seconds making this form processing software faster and more accurate than
manual handling. FormShell supports CSSN’s ScanShell® 2000NR and ScanShell® 3100DN scanners. The
ScanShell 2000NR is an A4 color portable scanner which is powered using only the USB 2.0 port. This scanner
offers 600 dpi resolution as well as a unique launch button which starts your imaging application instantly. The
ScanShell® 3100DN is a high-speed duplex scanner which offers the convenience of simultaneous 600DPI
double side scanning.
Once a document is placed on the scanner, FormShell automatically detects the form and the processing of the
information begins. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is used to read and capture information from the
forms. With minimal manual interaction, the OCR software will automatically find and extract information
from the user's documents. The captured data is then interpreted and exported into back-end databases or
systems including document or content management systems. A template is available for each type of form
giving the user the flexibility to process a variety of forms such as, insurance claims, credit applications,
mortgage forms, invoices and appraisals. Compliance documents for any industry are also supported by
FormShell enabling businesses to easily stay in compliance.
FormShell has a fully customizable Software Development Kit (SDK) available for easy integration into the
user's existing data management system. Whether one's business is processing a few forms a day or thousands,
FormShell is the solution. Vital information can now be captured with speed and accuracy giving the user the
ability to increase productivity and accuracy. Once the extracted information has been exported, personnel are
able to verify the accuracy of data on forms and can correct this data if necessary giving them the ability to
offer superior service in their industry.
Additional information on the image processing solutions offered by CSSN, Inc. can be found at www.cardreader.com.
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Since 1999, Card Scanning Solutions (CSSN Inc.) has been a leading manufacturer of card reading and image
processing technologies. They are renowned for developing an OCR and image processing technology that is
designed to quickly and accurately read the information from driver licenses, medical insurance cards and other
ID cards. CSSN's software provides extensive database capabilities for processing, storing, and manipulating
the acquired data automatically and is used among a variety of industries such as hospitality, security, medical,
government and more. CSSN Inc. offers cost effective solutions which significantly increase productivity,
reduce human error and save time and money.
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Contact Information
Celeste Monzon
Card Scanning Solutions
http://www.card-reader.com
213.867.2625
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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